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ORATORICAL CONTEST
TONIGHT AND FRIDAY

Topics and speeches have been submitted by the 14 contestants in preparation for the coming oratorical tournament. The high school age group will compete on Thursday evening starting at 7 p.m. at the Moss Hall #1720, while college-age speakers will vie for honors on the Friday night.

Entrants in the high school division are: Ruth Hijikata, "Peace and War"; Miki Fukui, "Attitude of A Nisei Towards Emigration"; Riko Ikuzhi, "For the Nisei There's a Future"; and Tom Shidano, "The Two Roads Before Us". Nine veteran college-aged orators are: Satoshi Gannagi, College of Puget Sound debateur, "Preservation of the American Heritage"; Maya Oye, Williamette University and Northwest J.A.C.L. finalist, "Let Freedom Ring".

Kiyoshi Yuribe, Oregon State graduate, "Price and the Glory of Democracy"; Bill Marumoto, national Buddhist and Northwest J.A.C.L. finalist, "Who Do We Carry The Torch".

Roy Higashi, National Buddhist finalist, "Our Sacred Heritage"; Yoshimi Shibata, Ohio State student, "Our Life in Camp"; Yoshie Shidano, University of California student, "Our American Heritage".

Alice Sakai, Placer County J.A.C.L. and International Relations Conference winner, "Nisei Youth and Education"; Mas Yamazaki, Northern California J.A.C.L. champin, "Our Part in the War Effort".

The public is urged to attend the first preliminary contest tonight.

This is SICKNESS PREVENTION WEEK.
Attend the public mass meeting at #1820 next Monday from 7:30 p.m.

CAMP HARMONY
RESIDENTS HERE

Fifty-three residents arrived yesterday from Camp Harmony in Puyallup, Washington. They formed the nucleus of a group of 104 colonists from the Puyallup center and 90 colonists from the Portland center, who are due to arrive here soon.

Volunteer Committee On Merit System

A merit committee composed of seven volunteers has been formed to evaluate the positions of all the Project Office employees and give promotions to deserving employees.

The members are: Joe O. Hayes, assistant project director; Frank Fujita, school principal; Ted Watanabe, personnel vice president; Harry Hayaki, assistant personnel vice president; Shigehide Kubo, John Fujita, and Ted Nakamura.

A position is open as executive secretary of the committee. Applicants must be over 25 years of age, experienced in personnel or social service work, and have command of English and Japanese languages.

Mentire Told in The Block News.

At a meeting of the block managers held Wednesday night at #6200 dining hall, Doctor Ruth Higashi, chief of the Employment Division from the Regional Office in San Francisco, was guest speaker.

Mentire told the police regarding private employment outside the Project. All persons desiring information in this regard may receive it from their block managers.

15 COUPLES ENERED IN QUEEN CONTEST

With August 31 set as the deadline, 15 contestants have been entered in the personality-queen contest to date. In addition to the nine entrants listed in a previous issue, the latest would-be queens and sponsors are Joan Oyama, advantages; Mitsuko Tezuka, Mess #226; Bessie Higashi; Mess #320; Yashiki Hida; Block managers; Harue Furuya, Mess #23, and Austin Nakao, Tinsel-King.

That voting results will be kept confidential was stressed by Betty Sato, chairman.
CARS FOR BUSINESS ONLY

Drastic restriction due to the tire shortage have been placed concerning the use of passenger cars and trucks. The impossibility of securing tires accounts for the policy, Mortimer Cooke, chief of transportation and supplies, announces.

Trucks and cars are now assigned only to necessary duties. This includes the redistribution of food stuffs, coal, wood, and other operational duties to keep the supply lines open.

Special requests for the use of cars for unnecessary occasions will not be honored.

PERMITS NEEDED TO VISIT FARM

Those desiring to visit the farms must obtain written permit from Eric E. Eastman, chief of transportation and supplies, announces.

THE ROVING REPORTER:

READERS COMMENT ON WORLD AT WAR COLUMN

Should the WORLD AT WAR column be continued in the DISPATCH? That is the question! Reverberations follow in suit:

BY BILL MARUTANI

THE DALLES IN 1916

How the couple met back in 1916 is of interest because Mrs. Danzuka's brother married Joe Taki, also a Japanese. Joe Taki owned a restaurant in The Dalles in 1916.

The couple met in The Dalles in 1916. How the couple met back in 1916 is of interest because Mrs. Danzuka's brother married Joe Taki, also a Japanese. Joe Taki owned a restaurant in The Dalles in 1916.

THE DANZUKAS HAVE NINE CHILDREN

A symbolic example of harmony and happiness in marriage, the Danzukas have nine children; seven boys and two girls with ages ranging from 26 years to two years. Their eldest son, who just turned 26 last Tuesday, is Pvt. Orville Danzuka stationed at Ft. Laramie.

Another son, Sam, has already received his questionnaire and is now waiting for his physical examination.

COUPLE MET IN THE DALLES IN 1916

Mrs. Danzuka, who was a cook in one of the largest hotels in The Dalles, Oregon, frequently dropped into the restaurant. Inevitably Lorean and George met. Lorean, being a cook, could do nothing else but fall in love with George and nothing could be done except, you guessed it! FAMILY TO RETURN TO THE DALLES

The Danzukas like it here, but their hearts, like all of the colonist's, yearn for their home, the Wasco Reservation in The Dalles.

The children and the mother will leave for The Dalles sometime this week where they will be among people with whom they lived all their lives.

George Danzuka hopes to follow soon, for then his job awaits him.
A BUDDHIST CEREMONY

Miss Tori Antoku and Tego Watanabe Sunday evening with the Reverend S. Iwao officiating.

Miss Antoku, eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Y. Antoku was attended by Dorothy Antoku as maid of honor and Sally Abe as bridesmaid. The bride and her attendants were attired in beautiful Japanese kimonos.

Tego Watanabe attended his brother as best man, while Sadarcy Ogi was usher. With 175 attending, a reception following the ceremony was held at 5120. Mr. and Mrs. Watanabe are now residing at 2218-C.

AGRICULTURAL TECHNICAL

...staff members honored Tony Takashima with a farewell party Tuesday. The arrangement committee headed by Ray Misida included Hay Sato, Mai Yamasaki and ShiroTokuno.

Mr. Eric Eastman was honored guest. About 30 were present.

Tony, who is leaving for the U. of Colorado will do graduate work in agricultural chemistry.

USA AND JAPAN

...are the respective destinations of two members of the construction department. Dan Shochua, construction engineer will leave for the Idaho W.R.A. project while Yoshinaka Shinewara, personnel manager of the department is leaving for Japan.

The two were feted at a farewell Weiner roast Monday by members of the construction department.

HONORED GUESTS

...to the U. S. Hop which will be held tomorrow night and Tuesday.

Meadows Eimer Shirrell, Ted Voler, Frank C. Smith, Robert Throckmorton, and Mr. Paul Fleming.

A coat and tie affair, college atmosphere, blue and gold decorations, program dancing, entertainments and refreshments are all in store for the 200 couples who have been invited, according to chairman Eugene Okada.

"THEMES"

...is the title given to the Tulehoppers' get together to be held tonight at Pit B. Joe Taura, Nellie Imai and Saburu Okamoto comprise the committee of arrangements. Honored guests will be Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Clark and Mr. and Mrs. G. F. & Ed Y. A pop rally and games will round out a well planned evening.

MRS. TOKYO TOHTA,

...2218-C, and her son, Hiroshi were honored with a farewell party Wednesday night in dining hall #22.

They are leaving Talo Lake soon for New York to board the steamer Gripsholm to reenlist in Japan. Mr. Tohto, now in an internment camp, is expected to meet his wife and son in New York to board the the ship.

Mrs. Tohto expressed gratitude to her friends and residents of Block 22 for kindness shown during her stay here.

NEW DUTIES ADDED TO W.R.A. WARDENS

Self government, within the colony, progressed another step with the closing of the provost marshal offices, Harold Jacoby, chief of internal security, reveals.

This action added new duties to the W.R.A. wardens, the city's law enforcement body. Hereafter, wardens will issue and inspect visitors' passes, check incoming baggage, and have the power to make arrests.

The local military guard within the project is stationed at the gatehouse. Wardens are also assigned at this post. Army sanitation, however, will remain on look-out duty.

SANTA ANITA BEGINS MOVE

SANTA ANITA, Aug. 26—The Japanese assembly center here began losing its population today with the first contingent of 600 evacuees leaving the center for Colorado River relocation center in Pocahontas, Arizona. The movement provides for nearly 1200 evacuees from San Diego to be relocated in the new WRA project.

Population in Santa Anita has remained close to 19,000 since the evacuation of Military Area No. 1 was completed June 11 and a composite group of Japanese evacuated from Los Angeles city and county, along with the San Diego group, several hundred from San Francisco, and a group from Son Jose and Santa Clara county.

MEREDO MOVES TO COLORADO

MEREDO, Aug. 26—An advance party of approximately 200 evacuees in the assembly center here left for Grenada relocation center in Colorado yesterday. Capacity of the new WRA center is 8000. Other transfers will be announced later by WRA.

BLOCK MANAGERS ENTER QUEEN

William Mayeda and Robert Ota are co-chairman of the block managers' committee, composed of Ben Enomoto, Noboru Honda, Min Nisimori, George Muraki, Kazuo Yamanaka and Noboru Yumoto, in charge of the publicity campaign for Yosuke Namba, candidate for the popularity queen contest.

INFORMATION ABOUT SADAMU NAKAMURA WANTED

The Legal Aid Department would appreciate any information concerning the whereabouts of Sadamu Nakamura, 513 K St., Sacramento, California.
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